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Abstract—This paper investigates the discovery of conditional functional dependencies (CFDs). CFDs are a recent extension of functional dependencies (FDs) by supporting patterns of semantically related constants, and can be used as rules for cleaning relational data. However, finding CFDs is an expensive process that involves intensive manual effort. To effectively identify data cleaning rules, we develop techniques for discovering CFDs from sample relations. We provide three methods for CFD discovery. The first, referred to as CFDMiner, is based on techniques for mining closed itemsets, and is used to discover constant CFDs, namely, CFDs with constant patterns only. The other two algorithms are developed for discovering general CFDs. The first algorithm, referred to as CTANE, is a levelwise algorithm that extends TANE, a well-known algorithm for mining FDs. The other, referred to as FastCFD, is based on the depth-first approach used in FastFD, a method for discovering FDs. It leverages closed-itemset mining to reduce search space. Our experimental results demonstrate the following. (a) CFDMiner can be multiple orders of magnitude faster than CTANE and FastCFD for constant CFD discovery. (b) CTANE works well when a given sample relation is large, but it does not scale well with the arity of the relation. (c) FastCFD is far more efficient than CTANE when the arity of the relation is large.

I. INTRODUCTION

Conditional functional dependencies (CFDs) [1] were recently introduced for data cleaning. They extend standard functional dependencies (FDs) by enforcing patterns of semantically related constants. CFDs have been proven more effective than FDs in detecting and repairing inconsistencies (dirtiness) of data [1], [2], and are expected to be adopted by data-cleaning tools that currently employ standard FDs (e.g., [3], [4], [5]; see [6], [7] for a survey of such tools).

However, for CFD-based cleaning methods to be effective in practice, it is necessary to have techniques in place that can automatically discover, profile, or learn CFDs from sample data, to be used as data cleaning rules. As indicated in [8], profiling of data cleaning rules is critical to commercial data quality tools.

This practical concern highlights the need for studying the discovery problem for CFDs: given a sample instance r of a relation schema R, it is to find a canonical cover of all CFDs that hold on r, i.e., a set of CFDs that is logically equivalent to the set of all CFDs that hold on r. To reduce redundancy, each CFD in the canonical cover should be minimal, i.e., nontrivial and left-reduced (see [9] for nontrivial and left-reduced FDs).

The discovery problem is, however, highly nontrivial. It is already hard for traditional FDs since, among other things, a canonical cover of FDs discovered from a relation r is inherently exponential in the arity of the schema of r, i.e., the number of attributes in R. Since CFD discovery subsumes FD discovery, the exponential complexity carries over to CFD discovery. Moreover, CFD discovery requires mining of semantic patterns with constants, a challenge that was not encountered when discovering FDs, as illustrated by the example below.

Example 1: The following relation schema cust is taken from [1]. It specifies a customer in terms of the customer’s phone (country code (CC), area code (AC), phone number (PN)), name (NM), and address (street (STR), city (CT), zip code (ZIP)). An instance r0 of cust is shown in Fig. 1.

Traditional FDs that hold on r0 include not only the CFDs f1 and f2, but also the following (and more):

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_0: (CC, ZIP) &\rightarrow STR, (44, 131)\\
\phi_1: (CC, AC) &\rightarrow CT, (01, 908)\\
\phi_2: (CC, AC) &\rightarrow CT, (44, 131)\\
\phi_3: (CC, AC) &\rightarrow CT, (01, 212)\\
\end{align*}
\]

In \(\phi_0\), \((44, 131)\) is the pattern tuple that enforces a binding of semantically related constants for attributes \((CC, ZIP, STR)\) in a tuple. It states that for customers in the UK, ZIP uniquely determines STR. It is an FD that only holds on the subset of tuples with the pattern “CC = 44”, rather than on the entire relation r0. CFD \(\phi_1\) assures that for any customer in the US (country code 01) with area code 908, the city of the customer must be MH, as enforced by its pattern tuple \((01, 908, MH)\); similarly for \(\phi_2\) and \(\phi_3\). These cannot be expressed as FDs.

More specifically, a CFD is of the form \((X \rightarrow Y, t)\), where \(X \rightarrow A\) is an FD and \(t\) is a pattern tuple with attributes in \(X\) and \(A\). The pattern tuple consists of constants and an unnamed variable \(\ast\) that matches an arbitrary value. To discover a CFD it is necessary to find not only the traditional FD \(X \rightarrow A\) but also its pattern tuple \(t\). With the same FD \(X \rightarrow A\) there are possibly multiple CFDs defined with different pattern tuples, e.g., \(\phi_1\)–\(\phi_3\). Hence a canonical cover of CFDs that hold on r0 is typically much larger than its FD counterpart. Indeed, as recently shown by [10], provided that a fixed FD \(X \rightarrow A\) is already given, the problem for discovering sensible patterns associated with the FD alone is already NP-complete.

Prior work. The discovery problem has been studied for FDs for two decades [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19] for database design, data archiving, OLAP and data mining. It was first investigated in [13], which shows that the problem is inherently exponential in the arity \(|R|\) of the schema \(R\) of sample data \(r\). One of the best-known methods,

}\]
for FD discovery is TANE [14], a levelwise algorithm that searches an attribute-set containment lattice and derives FDs with \( \ell + 1 \) attributes from sets of \( \ell \) attributes, with pruning based on FDs generated in previous levels. TANE takes linear time in the size \(|r|\) of input sample \( r \), and works well when the arity \(|R|\) is not very large. Another algorithm, referred to as FastFD [15], explores the connection between FD discovery and the problem of finding minimal covers of hypergraphs, and employs the depth-first strategy to search minimal covers. It takes (almost) linear-time in the size of the output, i.e., in the size of the FD cover. It scales better than TANE when the arity is large, but it is more sensitive to the size \(|r|\) (it is in \( O(|r|^2 \log |r|) \) time, data complexity).

Recently two sets of algorithms have been developed for discovering CFDs [10], [20]. For a fixed traditional FD \( \phi \), [10] showed that it is NP-complete to find useful patterns that, together with \( \phi \), make high quality CFDs. They provide efficient heuristic algorithms for discovering patterns from samples w.r.t. a fixed FD. An algorithm for discovering CFDs, including both traditional FDs and their associated patterns, was presented in [20], which is an extension of TANE. The CFDs discovered by the TANE extensions may, however, contain redundant patterns, as elaborated in [21].

Constant CFD discovery is related to association rule mining (e.g., [22]) and in particular, closed and free itemsets mining (e.g., [23], [24]). There is an intimate connection between left-reduced constant CFDs and non-redundant association rules, which can be found from closed and free itemsets.

**Contributions.** The key contributions of our work include the following. (1) We propose a notion of minimal (frequent) CFDs based on both the minimality of attributes and the minimality of patterns. (2) Our first algorithm, CFDMiner, discovers constant CFDs. It explores the connection between minimal constant CFDs and closed and free itemsets. (3) Our second algorithm, CTFDMiner, extends TANE to discover general CFDs based on an attribute-set/pattern tuple lattice. (4) Our third algorithm, FastCFD, discovers general CFDs. It hereby employs a depth-first search strategy instead of following the levelwise approach. A novel pruning technique is introduced by leveraging constant CFDs found by CFDMiner. (5) Our final contribution is an experimental study of the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithms, based on real-life data and synthetic datasets.

**Organization.** Section II reviews CFDs, defines minimal and frequent CFDs, and states the discovery problem. Section III presents CFDMiner, CTFDMiner, and FastCFD, and a summary of our experimental results. Finally, Section IV concludes our work.

II. CFDs and CFD discovery

In this section we first review the definition of CFDs [1]. We then formalize the notions of minimal CFDs and frequent CFDs. Finally, we state the discovery problem for CFDs.

A. Conditional Functional Dependencies

Consider a relation schema \( R \) defined over a fixed set of attributes, denoted by \( \text{attr}(R) \). For each attribute \( A \in \text{attr}(R) \), we use \( \text{dom}(A) \) to denote its domain.

**CFDs.** A conditional functional dependency (CFD) \( \phi \) over \( R \) is a pair \((X \rightarrow A, t_p)\), where (1) \( X \) is a set of attributes in \( \text{attr}(R) \), and \( A \) is a single attribute in \( \text{attr}(R) \), (2) \( X \rightarrow A \) is a standard FD, referred to as the FD embedded in \( \phi \); and (3) \( t_p \) is a pattern tuple with attributes in \( X \) and \( A \), where for each \( B \in X \cup \{A\} \), \( t_p[B] \) is either a constant \( \mathbf{a} \) in \( \text{dom}(B) \), or an unnamed variable \( \mathbf{a} \) that draws values from \( \text{dom}(B) \).

We denote \( X \) as \( \text{LHS}(\phi) \) and \( A \) as \( \text{RHS}(\phi) \). If \( A \) also occurs in \( X \), we use \( \text{AF}(X) \) and \( \text{AR}(X) \) to indicate the occurrence of \( A \) in the \( \text{LHS}(\phi) \) and \( \text{RHS}(\phi) \), respectively. We separate the attributes in \( X \) and \( A \) in a pattern tuple with \( \mathbf{a} \).

Standard FDs are a special case of CFDs. Indeed, an FD \( X \rightarrow A \) can be expressed as a CFD \((X \rightarrow A, t_p)\), where \( t_p[B] = \mathbf{a} \) for each \( B \in X \cup \{A\} \).

**Semantics.** To give the semantics of CFDs, we define an order \( \preceq \) on constants and the unnamed variable \( \mathbf{a} \): \( \eta_1 = \eta_2 \) or \( \eta_1 \) is a constant and \( \eta_2 \) is \( \mathbf{a} \).

The order \( \preceq \) naturally extends to tuples, e.g., \((44, \text{“EH4 1DT”}), \text{“EDI”}) \preceq (44, \text{“EH4 1DT”})\) but \((01, \text{“Tree Ave.”}) \preceq (44, \text{“EH4 1DT”})\).

For instance, \((44, \text{“EH4 1DT”}), \text{“EDI”}) \preceq (44, \text{“EH4 1DT”})\).

An instance \( r \) of \( R \) satisfies the CFD \( \phi \) (or \( \phi \) holds on \( r \)), denoted by \( r \models \phi \), iff for each pair of tuples \( t_1, t_2 \) in \( r \), if \( t_1[X] = t_2[X] \preceq t_p[X] \) then \( t_1[A] = t_2[A] \preceq t_p[A] \).

Intuitively, \( \phi \) is a constraint defined on the set \( r_{xy} = \{ t \mid t \in r, t[X] \preceq t_p[X] \} \) such that for any \( t_1, t_2 \in r_{xy} \), if \( t_1[X] = t_2[X] \) then \( t_1[A] = t_2[A] \) and \( t_1[A] \preceq t_p[A] \) (a) enforces the semantics of the embedded FD on the set \( r_{xy} \), and (b) assures the binding between constants in \( t_p[A] \) and constants in \( t_1[A] \). That is, \( \phi \) constrains the subset \( r_{xy} \) of \( r \) identified by \( t_p[X] \), rather than the entire instance \( r \).

**Example 2:** The instance \( r_0 \) of Fig. I satisfies CFDs \( f_1, f_2 \) and \( \varnothing_0 \varnothing_3 \) of Example 1. It does not satisfy the CFD \( \psi = ([\text{CC}, \text{ZIP}] \rightarrow \text{STR}, \mathbf{a}) \). Indeed, \( t_1 \) and \( t_4 \) violate \( \psi \) since \( t_1[\text{CC}, \text{ZIP}] = t_4[\text{CC}, \text{ZIP}] \preceq (\mathbf{a}) \), but \( t_1[\text{STR}] \neq t_4[\text{STR}] \). Nor does \( r \) satisfy \( \psi' = (\text{AC} \rightarrow \text{CT}, (131) \text{ [EDI]} \) since \( t_8 \) violates \( \psi' : t_8[\text{AC}] \preceq (131) \) but \( t_8[\text{CT}] \neq (131) \) (EDI). From this one can see that while two tuples are needed to violate an FD, CFDs can be violated by a single tuple.

We say that an instance \( r \) of \( R \) satisfies a set \( \Sigma \) of CFDs over \( R \), denoted by \( r \models \Sigma \), if \( r \models \phi \) for each CFD \( \phi \in \Sigma \).

For two sets \( \Sigma \) and \( \Sigma' \) of CFDs defined over the same schema \( R \), we say that \( \Sigma \) is equivalent to \( \Sigma' \), denoted by \( \Sigma \equiv \Sigma' \), iff for any instance \( r \) of \( R \), \( r \models \Sigma \) iff \( r \models \Sigma' \).

**Classification of CFDs.** A CFD \((X \rightarrow A, t_p)\) is called a constant CFD if its pattern tuple \( t_p \) consists of constants only,
i.e., $t_p[A]$ is a constant and for all $B \in X$, $t_p[B]$ is a constant. It is called a variable CFD if $t_p[A] = \bot$, i.e., the RHS of its pattern tuple is the unnamed variable $\bot$.

B. The Discovery Problem for CFDs

Below we first formalize the notions of minimal CFDs and frequent CFDs. We then state the discovery problem for CFDs.

Minimal CFDs. A CFD $\varphi = (X \rightarrow A, t_p)$ over $R$ is said to be trivial if $A \in X$. If $\varphi$ is trivial, then either it is satisfied by all instances of $R$ (e.g., when $t_p[A_L] = t_p[A_R]$), or it is satisfied by none of the instances in which there is a tuple $t$ such that $t[X] \leq t_p[X]$ (e.g., if $t_p[A_L]$ and $t_p[A_R]$ are distinct constants). In the sequel we consider nontrivial CFDs only.

A constant CFD $(X \rightarrow A, (t_p \parallel a))$ is said to be left-reduced on $r$ if for any $Y \subseteq X$, $r \not\models (Y \rightarrow A, (t_p[Y] \parallel a))$.

A variable CFD $(X \rightarrow A, (t_p \parallel \bot))$ is left-reduced on $r$ if

1. $r \not\models (Y \rightarrow A, (t_p[Y] \parallel \bot))$ for any proper subset $Y \subsetneq X$, and
2. $r \not\models (X \rightarrow A, (t'_p[X] \parallel \bot))$ for any $t'_p$ with $t_p \ll t'_p$.

Intuitively, these assure the following: (1) none of its LHS attributes can be removed, i.e., the minimality of attributes, and (2) none of the constants in its LHS pattern can be “upgraded” to $\bot$, i.e., the pattern $t_p$ is “most general”, or in other words, it assimilates the patterns of $\varphi$.

A minimal CFD $\varphi$ on $r$ is a nontrivial, left-reduced CFD such that $r \models \varphi$. Intuitively, a minimal CFD is non-redundant.

Example 3: On the sample $R$ of Fig. 1, $\phi_2$ of Example 1 is a minimal constant CFDs, and $f_1, f_2$ and $\phi_0$ are minimal variable CFDs. However, $\phi_2$ is not minimal: if we drop CC from LHS($\phi_2$), $r_0$ still satisfies $(AC \rightarrow CT, (212 \parallel NYC))$ since there is only one tuple $(t_3)$. Similarly, $\phi_1$ is not minimal since CC can be dropped.

Frequent CFDs. The support of a CFD $\varphi = (X \rightarrow A, t_p)$ in $r$, denoted by $\text{supp}(\varphi, r)$, is defined to be the set of tuples $t$ in $r$ such that $t[X] \leq t_p[X]$ and $t[A] \leq t_p[A]$, i.e., tuples that match the pattern of $\varphi$. For a natural number $k \geq 1$, a CFD $\varphi$ is said to be $k$-frequent in $r$ if $\text{supp}(\varphi, r) \geq k$. For instance, $\phi_1, \phi_2$ of Example 1 are 3-frequent and 2-frequent, respectively. Moreover, $f_1, f_2$ are 8-frequent.

Problem statement. A canonical cover of CFDs on $r$ w.r.t. $k$ is a set $\Sigma$ of minimal, $k$-frequent CFDs in $r$, such that $\Sigma$ is equivalent to the set of all $k$-frequent CFDs that hold on $r$. Our CFD discovery problem is to find a canonical cover of CFDs on $r$ w.r.t. $k$.

III. DISCOVERING CFDs: ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present high-level descriptions of our algorithms for CFD profiling and a summary of our experimental results. Readers are referred to [21] for more details.

A. CFDMiner: Discovering Constant CFDs

Given an instance $r$ of $R$ and a support threshold $k$, our algorithm for constant CFD profiling, i.e., CFDMiner, finds a canonical cover of $k$-frequent minimal constant CFDs of the form $(X \rightarrow A, (t_p \parallel a))$.

Free and closed itemsets. An itemset is a pair $(X, t_p)$, where $X \subseteq \text{attr}(R)$ and $t_p$ is a constant pattern over $X$. The support of $(X, t_p)$ in an instance $r$, denoted by $\text{supp}(X, t_p, r)$, is defined as the set of tuples in $r$ that match with $t_p$ on the $X$-attributes. We say that $(Y, s_p)$ is more general than $(X, t_p)$, denoted by $(X, t_p) \preceq (Y, s_p)$, if $Y \subseteq X$ and $t_p[Y] = s_p$. Clearly, if $(X, t_p) \preceq (Y, s_p)$ then $\text{supp}(X, t_p, r) \subseteq \text{supp}(Y, s_p, r)$. For a natural number $k \geq 1$, we say that an itemset $(X, t_p)$ is $k$-frequent if $|\text{supp}(X, t_p, r)| \geq k$.

An itemset $(X, t_p)$ is called closed in $r$ if there is no itemset $(Y, s_p)$ such that $(Y, s_p) \preceq (X, t_p)$ and $\text{supp}(Y, s_p, r) = \text{supp}(X, t_p, r)$. For an itemset $(X, t_p)$, we denote by $\text{clo}(X, t_p)$ the unique closed itemset that extends $(X, t_p)$ and has the same support in $r$ as $(X, t_p)$. Similarly, an itemset $(X, t_p)$ is called free in $r$ if there exists no itemset $(Y, s_p)$ such that $(X, t_p) \preceq (Y, s_p)$ and $\text{supp}(Y, s_p, r) = \text{supp}(X, t_p, r)$. The connection between $k$-frequent free and closed itemsets and $k$-frequent left-reduced constant CFDs forms the basis for CFDMiner, which is shown below.

Proposition 1: For an instance $r$ of $R$, there is a $k$-frequent left-reduced constant CFD $\varphi = (X \rightarrow A, (t_p \parallel a))$ such that $r \models \varphi$ iff (i) the itemset $(X, t_p)$ is free, $k$-frequent and it does not contain $(A, a)$; (ii) $\text{clo}(X, t_p) \preceq (A, a)$; and (iii) $(X, t_p)$ does not contain a smaller free set $(Y, s_p)$ with this property, i.e., there exists no $(Y, s_p)$ such that $(X, t_p) \preceq (Y, s_p)$, $Y \subseteq X$, and $\text{clo}(Y, s_p) \preceq (A, a)$.

B. CTANE: A Levelwise Algorithm

We next present CTANE, a levelwise algorithm for discovering minimal, $k$-frequent CFDs. It is an extension of the TANE algorithm [14] for discovering FDs. CTANE mines CFDs by traversing an attribute-set/pattern lattice $\mathcal{L}$ in a levelwise way. More precisely, the lattice $\mathcal{L}$ consists of elements of the form $(X, s_p)$, where $X \subseteq \text{attr}(R)$ and $t_p$ is pattern tuple over $X$. In contrast to the itemsets in Section III-A, the patterns now consist of both constants and unnamed variables ($\bot$). Given a level $\ell$ in $\mathcal{L}$, we denote by $L_\ell$ the collection of elements $(X, s_p)$ at this level, in which $(X, s_p)$ has size $\ell$, i.e., $|X| = \ell$.

CTANE starts from $L_1$, i.e., singleton sets $(A, a)$ for $A \in \text{attr}(R)$ and $a \in \text{dom}(A) \cup \{\bot\}$. It then proceeds to larger attribute-set/pattern levels in $\mathcal{L}$ in a levelwise way. Similar to TANE, CTANE derives CFDs in $L_{\ell+1}$ from $L_\ell$ with pruning based on CFDs generated in previous levels. When the algorithm considers $(X, s_p)$, it tests for CFDs of the form $(X \setminus \{A\} \rightarrow A, (s_p[X \setminus \{A\}] \parallel s_p[A]))$, where $A \in X$. This guarantees that only non-trivial CFDs are considered. Furthermore, CTANE maintains for each considered element $(X, s_p)$ a set, denoted by $\hat{\mathcal{C}}(X, s_p)$, that is used to determine whether $(X \setminus \{A\} \rightarrow A, (s_p[X \setminus \{A\}] \parallel s_p[A]))$ is minimal. The set $\hat{\mathcal{C}}(X, s_p)$, as explained in [21], can be maintained during the levelwise traversal. Apart from testing for minimality, $\hat{\mathcal{C}}(X, s_p)$ also provides an effective pruning strategy, making the levelwise approach feasible in practice.

C. FastCFD: A Depth First Approach

In contrast to CTANE, FastCFD discovers $k$-frequent minimal CFDs in a depth-first way. It is inspired by FastFD [15], a depth-first algorithm for discovering FDs.
Consider $X \subseteq \text{attr}(R)$ and an attribute $A$ in $\text{attr}(R) \setminus X$. We denote by $\text{fixlhs}(X, A, r, k)$ the set of all CFDs $\varphi = (Y \rightarrow A, t_p)$ such that $Y \subseteq X$, $\varphi$ is minimal, and moreover $\text{sup}(\varphi, r) \geq k$. All $k$-frequent CFDs in $r$ can thus be found by computing $\bigcup_{A \in \text{attr}(R)} \text{fixlhs}(\text{attr}(R) \setminus \{A\}, A, r, k)$. Algorithm $\text{FastCFD}$ does exactly this: for each $A \in \text{attr}(R)$, it calls a procedure $\text{FindCover}$ that computes $\text{fixlhs}(\text{attr}(R) \setminus \{A\}, A, r, k)$. To compute $\text{fixlhs}(\text{attr}(R) \setminus \{A\}, A, r, k)$ in a depth-first way, we use difference sets as in [15].

For each subset $X \subseteq \text{attr}(R) \setminus \{A\}$, $\text{FindCover}$ maintains a list of possible $k$-frequent free itemsets $\text{Patt}(X)$ together with its set of difference sets not covered yet. For an itemset $t'_p$ in $\text{Patt}(X)$, we denote by $r_{tp}$ the set of tuples in $r$ that match $t'_p$. For each itemset $t'_p$ in $\text{Patt}(X)$, $\text{FindCover}$ inspects the subsets of $\text{attr}(R) \setminus \{A\}$ in a depth-first, left-to-right fashion based on an ordering of attributes on $\text{attr}(R) \setminus \{A\}$ for all tuples in $r_{tp}$. A candidate CFD $\varphi = (X \rightarrow A, (t_p \cup \varnothing))$, where $t_p$ is the constant part of $t_p$, is produced if none of the variables (i.e., $\varnothing$) in $t_p[X]$ can be removed, i.e., $\varphi$ is minimal in $r_{tp}$. Then $\text{FindCover}$ also ensures that the minimality conditions are checked for all subset itemsets of $t'_p$ in $\text{Patt}(X)$ such that none of the constants in $t_p[X]$ can be removed or upgraded to $\varnothing$. This guarantees that $t_p[X]$ is the most general in $r$.

We implemented two approaches for computing the difference sets. The first one, called NaiveFast, is inspired by the stripped partition-based approach used by $\text{FastFD}$ [15]. The second approach, denoted by $\text{FastCFD}$, relies on the availability of $\text{Closed}_{r}(r)$, i.e., all 2-frequent closed itemsets in $r$. Given $(X, t_p)$, $\text{Closed}_{r}(r)$ can be used to infer for any two tuples in $r_{tp}$ on which attributes they agree. Indeed, this set of attributes is given by the attributes in those itemsets in $\text{Closed}_{r}(r)$ that match with $t'_p$ (the constant part of $t_p$).

D. Summary of Experimental Results

From our experiments based on real-life data, i.e., Wisconsin breast cancer and chess datasets from UC1 (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/), and synthetic datasets generated from data scraped from the Web, we find the following: (a) $\text{CFDMiner}$ can be multiple orders of magnitude faster than $\text{CTANE}$ and $\text{FastCFD}$ for constant CFD profiling. (b) $\text{CTANE}$ usually works well when the arity of a sample relation is small and the support threshold is high, but it scales poorly when the arity of the relation increases. (c) NaiveFast and $\text{FastCFD}$ are far more efficient than $\text{CTANE}$ when the arity of the relation is large. (d) Our optimization technique based on closed-itemset mining is effective: $\text{FastCFD}$ significantly outperforms NaiveFast, especially when the arity is large.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed and implemented three algorithms for discovering minimal CFDs: (1) $\text{CFDMiner}$ for mining minimal constant CFDs, a class of CFDs important for both data cleaning and data integration; (2) $\text{CTANE}$ for discovering general minimal CFDs based on the levelwise approach; and (3) $\text{FastCFD}$ for discovering general minimal CFDs based on a depth-first search strategy, and a novel optimization technique via closed-itemset mining. As suggested by our experimental results, these provide a set of tools for users to choose from for different applications.

There is naturally much to be done. First, we are currently experimenting with various datasets collected from real life. Second, we are studying how to discover minimal CFDs from a dataset $r$ whose arity and size are large. Third, while we have employed in $\text{FastCFD}$ techniques for mining closed itemsets, we expect that other mining techniques may also shed light on improving the performance of discovery algorithms. Fourth, we plan to explore the use of CFD inference in discovery, to eliminate CFDs that are entailed by those CFDs already found. Finally, a topic for future work is to assess various quality measures for CFDs.
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